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Forum8 Introduces SimCraft Driving Simulator at World Congress on
Intelligent Transport Systems (Orlando, Florida – October 21, 2011)
Forum8 featured an APEX3 GT full motion simulator from SimCraft to showcase their 3D visual
interactive software at the 18th World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems.
More than 10,000 delegates, including legislators, ministers, standards experts, engineers, and
manufacturers from over 65 countries had the opportunity to experience how SimCraft’s motion
technology could be used with Forum8’s VR software to create better transportation engineering
solutions.
“Forum8’s respected 3D VR software gave the perfect foundation to demonstrate the advantages that
our APEX motion simulators range offers in this developing market area,” said SimCraft’s CTO Sean
MacDonald. “It was a unique opportunity to get feedback on the potential of our technology from
Aisin, BMW, Denso, Ford, GM, Honda, Panasonic, Toshiba and Toyota engineers and executives. ”
Dr. Brendan Hafferty, FORUM8’s Western Regional General Manager said, “The combination of
SimCraft’s active motion driving systems and FORUM8’s premium UC-win/Road VR software package
gives the transportation industry an exceptional development, training and educational tool.”
SimCraft’s active motion vehicle simulators were originally developed to meet the most demanding
training needs of military ground and air vehicle operatives and professional racecar drivers. The
fidelity of its proprietary independent axis motion technology and extensive control software systems is
now being used in a broader range of commercial and government engineering solutions.
About FORUM8 www.forum8.com
FORUM8 produces state-of-the-art 3D VR software. Its premier product, UC-win/Road, is at the
forefront of 3D Visual Interactive Simulation technology. Established in 1987, this award-winning
Japanese company has offices and partners worldwide.
About SimCraft www.simcraft.com
SimCraft Corp., based in Atlanta, Georgia, creates active motion vehicle simulators to meet driver, pilot
and enthusiast development needs. Its proprietary independent axis motion technology and extensive
control software systems provide immersive and hi-fidelity performance in demanding commercial,
defense, and entertainment applications.
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